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BETTING

LAST WEEK

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Things promise to be close again when Cork and Tipp meet in the league semi-final at Thurles on Sunday. The draw
at a lengthy 10-1 is worth throwing some loose change on.

Our two main picks both won
again thankfully. Cork,
advised at 5-6 (4pts Paddy
Power) giving Down a
three-point head-start in the
handicap market, duly obliged
and with the Rebels winning
by eight it meant our second
recommendation, Cork -5 (1pt
6-4 Paddy Power) on the
alternative handicap, also
copped. A speculative punt on
the first scoring play being a
Cork goal (0.25pt 28-1 bet365)
unfortunately didn’t come to
fruition.
Surprisingly, a goal-fest at
Turner’s Cross buried our
under 2.5 (2pts 8-13 bet365,
skyBET) and under 1.5 (1pt
19-10 sportingbet.com) goals
investments in the Cork
City-Monaghan United clash.

Out of the Darkness can come light with win at Southwell
HAVE we had enough of 100th
anniversaries?
It was nigh-on impossible to turn on

the TV last week without seeing an ice-
berg, open a paper without reading
about that ill-fated liner or take a spare
moment and not think about Kate Wins-
let’s boobs.
Another Irish creation marks a century

anniversary today, with it being 100
years since author Bram Stoker was
cloaked in everlasting darkness. Stoker
wrote many books, but is famous only
for one and I know what that feels like.
Despite penning this column for close

to 18 months and putting in the same

effort for each piece, the 100-1 that car-
ried Aaron Baddeley to victory at the
Northern Trust Open last February is
what I will be remembered for.
The number 100 is something people

cling to, reiterated by the launch of a
clock in the centre of London to mark
that many days to the beginning of the
Olympics this week. It matters not, it
seems, that we measure weeks in
seven days or years in 365.

, of course, is the novel Stoker
is remembered for, and quite rightfully
so as he is one pretty cool vampire.
My favourite vampire joke is: How did

Dracula get his son to stop biting his

nails? He chopped off his fingers.
Ok, that’s my second favourite, but I

can’t tell the best one because this is a
family newspaper. But the punchline is:
“Because I like to drink tea.”
The worst vampire joke, and there are

many out there, is: Where does Dracula

go water skiing? Lake Erie.
Is the reason I’m writing vampire

jokes because I have no decent tips for
the weekend’s sport and I generally
(warning: vampire pun imminent) suck
at giving tips?
Absolutely not, you can (warning:

vampire pun imminent) Count on me to
recommend something decent today.
After both Spanish giants were

beaten this week, they meet each other
in the El Clasico tomorrow night.
Madrid are still favourites for La Liga

with Bet365 pricing them at 4-11 to be
crowned champions, while Barcelona
are available at 2-1 to retain their title.

*100 words to go alert!*
The Catalans have now won 10 of the

last 14 Clasicos and should they contin-
ue that run on Saturday, the odds on
them to win the Spanish league title for
a fourth year running will tumble.
Pep Guardiola’s men are 4-6 for the

game but BetVictor offer 9-2 on Real
sewing up the title. The draw, probably
the likeliest result, is 16-5 with
Ladbrokes.
RECOMMENDATION: For the day

that’s in it stick your neck out and
(they’re finished now) stake €7.14 (to
win €100) on Darkness at 14-1 in the
6.10pm at Southwell tonight.

Close call can give
a return at SempleTIPP and Cork have drawn

twice this season in compet-
itive outings and another
close encounter could tran-
spire in Semple Stadium on
Sunday in the Allianz Na-
tional Hurling League Divi-
sion 1A semi-final.

Both meetings in the Waterford
Crystal Cup and regular season of
the league ended all-square at the
end of regulation time and it might
be just as difficult to separate the
teams again in Thurles.
Tipp, 8-11 with Paddy Power to

win an d 4-7 to qualify generally,
also drew with Dublin and defeated
Galway by two points so their
matches have tended to be tight.
Ladbrokes’ offer of a draw or

either team to win by less than four
points is therefore the call while the
draw itself at a lengthy 10-1 with
Stan James is also worth throwing
some loose change on.
It should be noted too that Cork’s

matches against both Dublin and
Kilkenny could have easily ended
level so it makes sense to anticipate
a similar type of clash on this occa-
sion. Keep the stakes small.
RECOMMENDATION: Tipp v

Cork: A draw or either team to win
by less than four points, 1pt 10-11
Ladbrokes; Draw, 0.25pt 10-1 Stan
James.

DOMESTIC SOCCER
THE all-Cork FAI Intermediate

Cup semi-final replay at Everton
Park tomorrow offers punters a
wonderful opportunity to land a 4-5
winner as Avondale United can
reach the final at the second time of
asking.
Just 1-6 with Paddy Power to avoid

defeat in regulation time, Avondale
were fortunate in the end to get a
second bite of the cherry in the ori-
ginal fixture.
However, equalising late on to

deny Everton a place in the final
does not tell the full story of that
particular encounter.
Punters should remember that

Avondale failed to convert a penalty
on the day and Everton’s perform-
ance, particularly that of goalkeeper
Shane Sherlock, was outstanding.
But can Everton reach those

heights again to negate United on a
pitch that will, conversely, suit their
style of play even better?
And have tomorrow’s hosts

missed the boat already?
The reality is that when a team is

competing against a side expected to
advance in a cup competition they

have to take their first opportunity
of causing an upset because the
favourites tend to get the job done
the second time around which is ex-
actly what I expect to happen.
Prior to the 1-1 draw, the sides

also met twice in the league with
Avondale winning at home 1-0 and
2-0 away.
John Cotter’s men are 23 points

superior in the Premier Division
standings to seventh-placed Everton
and the quality they possess from
midfield to forward is especially
frightening with the likes of Karl
Caulfield, Kevin Mulcahy, Danny
Long and Mark O’Sullivan some of
the top names in the business.
Boyles’ 3-4 was considered fair,

however Cashman’s 4-5, the best

available price around, represents
cracking value.
Everton, 100-30 with Paddy Power

to win the match and 10-11 with the
same firm to avoid defeat in regula-
tion time, are a quality side in their
own right but this may be one
bridge too far for them.
Avondale, currently 8-11 generally

to lift the trophy outright — advised
as our pre-tournament ante-post in-
vestment each-way at 6-1 with Paddy
Power — are also worth backing to
minimal stakes to win in 90 minutes
by a two-goal winning margin or
greater, taking Cashman’s 9-4.
For those expecting Everton to be

just as competitive as they were on
the first occasion, the aforemen-
tioned 10-11 Paddy Power offer about

them avoiding defeat on the double
chance market or +1 if you like may
appeal. Cashman’s lay 5-6 about such
a scenario while a repeat outcome of
a draw can be punted on at 23-10
with Boyles.
Meanwhile, in the Airtricity

League Premier Division, Paddy
Power pushed Cork City’s odds to
finish bottom of the pile out to 25-1
following their 6-0 demolition of
Monaghan United last Friday.
Tommy Dunne’s men welcome

current leaders Sligo Rovers to
Turner’s Cross tonight and Bet-
Victor rate City as a 17-4 shot to re-
gister a second league victory (4-1
with Boylesports).
Sligo, 4-5 generally to post a sixth

league win and maintain their grip

on top spot, will provide a stern ex-
amination of the recent progress
City appear to be making, however.
It’s one thing trying to break down

a defence like Monaghan’s but it’s an
entirely different hurdle Dunne’s
team will have to negotiate when
faced by a side who are just 21-10
second favourites with Paddy Power
to lift the title. And this test might
be beyond City for now.
The draw, probably the most real-

istic outcome the Leesiders can hope
for, is 5-2 at bet365 and BetVictor.
However, sentiment aside, there is

enough juice in the 4-5 on an away
win to warrant a minor dabble.
RECOMMENDATION: Avondale

United v (Everton), 3pts 4-5 Cash-
man’s; 0.5pt 9-4 Cashman’s.
Sligo Rovers (v Cork City), 1pt 4-5

generally. 1pt each-way 6-1 1/3 1, 2
Paddy Power (currently 8-11 Boyles,
Paddy Power).

EUROPEAN SOCCER
THE second Clasico of the La Liga

season takes place at Camp Nou to-
morrow night and punters should
smash into Barcelona at 4-6. Real are
17-4 at Boyles to win but are likely to
collapse under the pressure again.
RECOMMENDATION: Barcelona

(v Real Madrid), 5pts 4-6 generally.

SUNDAY,
Tipperary v Cork,League semi-final,

Thurles,
TG4, 4pm


